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Introduction 
 
Tern TV is an independent production company established in 1988 which has been 
producing for the BBC continuously since 1990.  Tern makes factual programmes for BBC 
Scotland, BBC NI, BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Four and BBC World News, as well as ITV, Channel 
4, National Geographic, Discovery and UKTV channels from its bases in Aberdeen, Glasgow 
and Belfast.  Tern has worked in and has a wide range of contacts across all of Scotland, 
from Dumfries to Shetland. 
 
Tern is supportive of the proposals, subject to qualifications detailed in this response. 
 
Response to the Questions 
 
The extent to which the proposal contributes to the BBC’s mission to serve all audiences 
through the provision of high quality and distinctive output and services which informs, 
educates and entertains. 
 
BBC Scotland currently commissions a limited number of hours intended for viewers in 
Scotland, opting out of network or displacing network programmes which are then screened 
late at night.  The purpose has been to ameliorate the overall south of England look of the 
BBC’s channels, which is a result of the dominance of production from there.  The strategy is 
successful, insofar as programmes commissioned in Scotland regularly outperform network 
audience share.  We cannot speak for productions we have not made, but we know that our 
documentary series The Harbour and The Mountain outperformed network by several 
percentage points.  And Tern’s Watchnight Celebration won 16.2% against network’s 9.4% 
for the same slot in England.  Scottish audiences clearly appreciate the (relatively) rare 
opportunity to see their own on screen, and it can reasonably be expected that they will 
welcome the additional opportunity to do so that the channel will provide.   
 
Delivering ‘high quality and distinctive output’ on the proposed budgets is clearly going to 
be challenging.  After deduction of the cost of the news hour, almost half of the remainder 
of the proposed £30m budget is existing money reallocated from what has been spent on 
opt outs for BBC Two Scotland.  These have been few in number, and but decently 
budgeted.  When the same money is spread over many more hours, it is hard to see how it 
can deliver ‘high quality and distinctive output’.  The new channel needs programming 
which is of comparable quality to network output if it is not to reinforce the oft heard 
assumption that Scotland cannot deliver quality because it has no talent, an attitude widely 
held among the commissioning classes and structures in London which underlies some of 
the local political hostility to BBC Scotland. 
 
‘Informs and educates’ implies factual production.  ‘Entertains’ implies comedy and drama, 
both of which are much more expensive genres and therefore are likely to be completely 
unaffordable by a low budget channel. 
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The benefit to consumers who use the service, as well as the wider social, democratic and 
cultural impacts. 
 
The attempts by Donald Trump to hijack the means of communication with the electorate 
illustrate perfectly the need for the fourth estate to be robust in its determination to 
analyse and interpret the behaviours and decisions of government.  In recent years there 
has been a huge shift in power from Westminster to Holyrood.  Brexit will deliver even more 
changes.  Our democracy in Scotland needs those in power to be held accountable.  The 
electorate needs to be informed in order to be effective.  It is therefore very welcome that 
there will be a properly resourced news hour on the new channel.  This is central to its 
mission, and will be a considerable benefit to consumers, especially in times when 
newspapers resources are diminishing. 
 
The consultation question wisely links democratic and cultural benefits.  A nation which sees 
other cultures reflected more prominently than its own on screen will eventually begin to 
believe that its own culture is less valuable.  This is not just about the importance of River 
City to Scotland.  It’s about everyday language.  For example, where every reference to a 
Scottish location is prefaced ‘in Scotland’ whereas English locations are identified by city or 
county, never as ‘in England’, and where the word ’locals’ is regularly used, implying 
characteristics of the John Mills character in Ryan’s daughter, Scotland is subliminally 
portrayed as somewhere foreign from important places and best people.  The tone of the 
BBC has patronised Scotland and its people for too long.  
 
   
The impact on competition in those markets affected by the proposal (including positive 
impacts) 
 
An injection of £20m of new money is to be welcomed however it is spent.  But the 
aspirations for growing Scotland’s production sector need careful thought.  The level of 
budgets provided for the similarly budgeted BBC Alba have not led to Gaelic production 
companies  breaking into international production, or indeed production for anything other 
then the channel itself.  If the new Scotland Channel aims as a by-product to be a catalyst on 
its own for Scottish production’s growth into other markets it will fail, because the low level 
of budgets will require an expertise far removed from that required for UK network and 
cable and satellite channels.    
 
Linking the new channel’s new money with the proposed £20m increase in network spend 
could be of considerable value if there is a coordinated strategy to link the spends.  If the 
new network £20m is all spent on drama, there will be no common ground.  If there is no 
agreed strategy at commissioning level for marrying the two, it will be hard for producers to 
deliver solutions.  The regularly heard careless assumption by network commissioners that 
producers should seek to top up a budget for a series which happens to include Scottish 
content by asking for some BBC Scotland’s opt out funds is a complete misunderstanding of 
how the present system works.  Opt out funds are there to ameliorate the London 
dominance of UK national production.  It should not be assumed that every time a network 
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programme deigns to include Scottish elements the opt out budget should be raided.  What, 
in the end of the day, does UK national mean?   
 
However, if the offer of a small top up from the new channel leverages a network 
commission and allows that commission to premiere on the new channel, then much 
needed development of the Scottish production sector will be delivered. 
 
This is much needed because the 2007 targets for production from Scotland have largely 
failed to realise what they could have delivered.  Wide abuse in spirit if not in letter, for 
example the hours of snooker commissioning which has led to the Ofcom review of nations 
definitions, has deprived the Scottish production sector of a what should have been more of 
a catalyst for developing new and productive relationships between the Scottish sector and 
network commissioning. 
 
Giving more than 60% of the new spend on production from Scotland (a figure growing 
annually according to the recent Ekos report, and paralleled by an overall decline in the size 
of the sector) to ‘pop up’, and even to the more permanent branches of London companies 
has created a screwdriver economy in production but has failed to develop the foundations 
for growth.  Branch offices hoover up quota.  But unlike locally based companies they do not 
use the profits from these to invest in wider growth, for example by developing and 
producing for cable, satellite and international channels which provide additional jobs and 
infrastructure. 
 
Tern’s experience reflects this. Prior to the 2007 targets Tern was delivering about £1.3m a 
year to BBC network.  After 2007 Tern struggled to win £300,000, and this year has just 
recovered to its best since 2007, just over £600,000.  The shift of commissioning effort to 
branch offices and popups has been dramatic. 
 
If the new network money acts as a catalyst for further incursion into the Scottish market of 
popups and branch offices we can expect that, far from providing a bridge from Scotland to 
network, it will create a chasm between them. 
 
Whether there are changes to the proposal which in our view might enhance public value 
or minimise adverse impact on competition. 
 
The BBC’s annual report published on 19th July contains the following information 
 
The BBC in Wales:  
Raises £188.5m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £185.9m in Wales (this excludes cost of content commissioned by S4C but funded by 
the licence fee) 
% Licence Fee retained by the BBC in Wales is 98.62% plus cost of S4C 
1.38% of the Licence Fee raised in Wales is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
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The BBC in Northern Ireland:  
Raises £99.8m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £97.2m in Northern Ireland (no exclusions) 
% Licence Fee retained by the BBC in Northern Ireland is 97.39% 
2.61% of the Licence Fee raised in Wales is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
 
The BBC in Scotland:  
Raises £321.7m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £233.0m in Scotland (no exclusions) 
% Licence Fee retained by the BBC in Scotland is 72.42% 
27.58% of the Licence Fee raised in Scotland is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
  
So at present £88.7m of Licence Fee raised in Scotland is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
 
And yet the BBC talks of the new money coming to Scotland as investment in Scotland.  The 
question should be asked, in the light of the above figures, who is investing in whom? 
 
There is wide concern that the new channel, underfunded, will fail to earn a reputation for 
high quality production.  The single most important change which could enhance public 
value would be to use even half of the current financial imbalance between Scotland and 
the rest of the UK on the new channel.  There has been talk of more funding coming on 
stream later.  But if the channel fails to impress at launch, it will be an uphill struggle to win 
back audiences thereafter. 


